This super wave of gamma photon light has the power of one hundred million nuclear
reactors and had to be diffused using advanced satellite technology by a group of star beings
known as the Earth Alliance to turn down the power level to be safer and easier to integrate
by the Earth and its beings. Some of the after effects of this streaming down of Wave-X was
seen in every country of the world as large blue/white column beams of plasma measuring up
to one mile in diameter striking the ground.
As we have now entered the densest area of the Photon belt, the power of Wave-X is
increasing each hour and each day.
This great point in humanity's evolution is known as "The Event Horizon." September 28th,
2015 is when this Super-Wave peaks and is the highest energetic frequency ever measured in
the cosmos in modern history.
The Schumann Resonance of the Earth and the entire cosmos has reached an astounding
level of 33 Hertz now with no other explanation for the sudden leap other than you are
pushing it higher and higher at an exponential rate by your internal vibration and divine
intention. This is 12 Hertz above the 5D New EarthLevel so Gaia is more than ready to receive
the first wave of love beings at Tetrad 9282015.
These ascension pioneers well deserve the first entrance into The Kingdom of 5D Heaven
because of their sacrifice and their desire and dedication to this whole ascension
project! Most of you reading this message will be included in this first wave of approx. 2.3
billion souls. There is a leveling off and adjustment period for a few months after 9/28 for
everyone to fully integrate the new energies and to begin the detailed forming of their
paradise called The New Earth! The ones who did not vibrate high enough to reach 21 hertz
will come a few months after in spring 2016. The third wave (unconscious humanity) will
reach the 21 hertz level last in mid-summer 2016. The ones who do not reach the level first
are no less important and everyone makes it. When the pressure of these tremendous light
forces bear down hard enough on a being, that one is transmuted into a more advanced
species of love and it will embrace the light! There is no judgement or comparison in any of
this! It is all a matter of one's awareness level! Remember great ones we came here for the
sake of them all and we do not choose one over another for there is truly no choice to make.
We are all sacred and precious.
The moon energies of September play a massive role over the next three weeks and physical
manifestations will begin to show up not only in your personal life as things are re-arranged
to match your new frequency but you will start to see things happening in positive world
events. The Event Horizon will start to hit main stream news as we draw near. World leaders,
governments and agencies who are well aware of the incoming photon wave are going to
start to do the right thing. Yes, this is the new paradigm loved ones. If you do not believe this
then you are still running the old program so give this some consideration.
There will be a major announcement about the world money system that has already been
switched over behind the scenes and great abundance is about to make its way to you
personally soon.
It is proven that gamma light can instantaneously evolve the DNA of any species into its
higher form. You are literally evolving quickly now into the highest version of you!

Some are preaching doom and gloom about all this and there are others who are totally
oblivious to what is truly happening. We say ride this super photon wave with everything
you've got! See this as the beginning of true freedom for Humanity. Rejoice we say!
Be impeccable in every area of your life as we move ahead in each now moment as your ions
begin spin faster and faster! It's important to let go of everything that has not served your
soul to this point and open fully to the infinite possibilities of the universe.
Most of you are already feeling the steady increase of frequency in the body. Many of you
have noticed being shifted around to new locations, loss of relationships and material things.
In some ways you may feel totally out of place, alone and even lost. We assure you all that is
happening is as it should be, and is a clearing of the old energies that you have held onto so
strongly. These lower frequencies have to be transmuted so this divine wave of light and love
can flow through the body and ground into the core of Gaia. It is impossible to take the lower
frequencies of repressed emotional trauma and errant DNA programming (limited belief
systems) into the higher dimensions! These old trapped trauma energies must be released
from the body so the light data can flow completely through you and be grounded correctly.
This completes the divine circuitry that makes you the super being you truly are.
The highest level twin flames on the Earth play a major role in "The Event Horizon." A great
multitude of illuminated twin flame key holders shall lead the way and open the cosmic gates
with the intense power of their combined love and brings forth this higher vibrational
perception called "The New Earth and New Heaven."
We as the angels in human bodies came to hold space in our own bodies for this great light
for all humanity and to herald this great message! Know that many Star Races are now here
for the final curtain call in this great cosmic story you have played an important role in. Great
beings from many worlds are here on the edge of their seat to see how you are doing and to
see what you will do next. They are applauding you!
We say that after the first-wave twin flame key holders go through the 5D veil, they will begin
their real work as male/female teams in the greatest service to others, helping the rest of
Humanity cross the great Rainbow Bridge.
The greatest thing we want you to understand here is that you are doing all this! Never again
see yourself as 'little old you' or the victim but as the super being and God that you truly are!
It would be better that you come as a little child and be like the Avatar or super hero that you
once admired. You were closer to the real you at that point, then now! You are so much more
then you can even imagine but we say give it a try and just be the higher you. This is the
correct way and will raise your vibration faster than anything because it aligns with a higher
truth.
We also want you to understand that the highest thing you can do for the next 3 weeks is to
know that this ascension has already happened! All things have!
Now shift your consciousness into the reality of the Earth Frequency, it's that simple!
Over the next three weeks, take back control of your personal power in every way! Take
control back from your governments. You do this by simply not needing them to do

everything for you! These are not your enemy, they are just doing what you have been too
lazy to do.
We close in saying it's important that you take good care of yourself during this great time so
that you can be the best you can be for all!
The highest teaching in all universes is this:
Love God with all your heart, mind and soul and this is the secret to entering The Kingdom of
Heaven. We ask you. "Who is the identity of this great God?"
Love You with all your heart, mind and soul! There is no other work to do than this!
Thank you great ones for coming to Earth on this great purposeful mission.
Well done good and faithful ones, enter in. This is your hour to shine.
You are the light of this world, as a great master once said. Shine bright for all to see.
This is all very real dear friends, it's already happening and will happen exactly as it has been
spoken. It is beautiful and wonderful and there is nothing to fear. No harm shall come to any
of you.
Your world will now be set free forevermore! The level of suffering and chaos on this planet
cannot be sustained even past another few months! Something has to give at once and it
truly already has as billions of Light Beings (You) continue to transmit in this Evolutionary
Wave of Super Consciousness to transform ourselves and the outward perception of this
place into the paradise it was meant to be!
As of S7 (Sept 7, 2015), a resonant sub-collective will merge all potential timelines into one
agreed upon reality for the great purpose at hand. The immediate task at hand is to fully love
you and to know that you are already aligned fully with 5D new earth. As a great master once
said, "Only believe."
Just before 5D is where the twin flame re-unites and the universe only sends this
unknown/known one when you vibrate near and at the 5D love vibration. This is the level
where you have mastered self-love! This is the wave of love we refer to as Wave-X.
We are the 36,000 matching male and female energies who are the great key-holders and the
highest loves in the universe that shall bring forth a power never experienced on the earth as
we prepare for the greatest event in human history. Many of you resonate as this
sub-collective.
We are the hope for all humanity!
We are the divine glue that will hold this timeline known as the rainbow bridge together as
the great first wave of light beings touch the 5D frequency at 9282015.

I am Archangel Michael and I overcame death so that I could come and cause this great thing
to be. My people will walk beside me into a great new kingdom where we shall be in joy
together forevermore.
The data contained in this message flows from source energy through this vessel.
I am the great Archangel Michael, The Guardian Angel of Love and Protection who speaks
these words to you.
God-speed to all great beings of light!
Archangel Michael
* http://micahangel.weebly.com/michaels-blog/archangel-michael-september-cosmic-wave-i
ncreasing-exponentially *

